
Add Life to Deadly Meetings 
 

How many deadly meetings have you attended? Chances are, it’s the majority. According to an 
American Management study, 90 percent of meetings were considered ineffective by 
participants.   
 
Revive your school meetings by following the advice of organizational consultant Patrick 
Sanaghan, Ed.D., president of The Sanaghan Group in Doylestown, Pa. He suggests 
keeping these five tips in mind when planning your next meeting: 
 
Understand meeting dynamics 

In most meetings, a few talkers dominate. In a group of 10 to 40, four talkers will likely 
monopolize 75-80 percent of the time. (The Rule of 4.) The job of a facilitator is to make sure 
that doesn’t happen.  

Foster group discussion with the magic number of six. In a group of six, shy participants are 
more likely to participate. Groups of ten or twelve are too big. 

Establish ground rules. For decision-focused meetings, clarify the decision making process. 
Address multi-tasking so participants know you expect their full attention.  

Know the one-third rule about pre-meeting prep. Only a third of participants usually read 
material in advance; one third come into the room reading it; and one third won’t have read it at 
all. 

Be the leader or be the facilitator – you can’t do both. If you’re the leader, you automatically 
have content bias that makes it impossible for you to facilitate fairly.  

Manage your time 

Use a timer set at regular intervals to make participants more time-conscious. This is especially 
important in long meetings where colleagues may be inclined to wander off-task.  

Use a “parking lot” or “grass catcher” process to capture issues that take you off-task. Determine 
a designated time and place to deal with these “parked” issues later. 

If you’re stuck on an agenda item, move on to the next item and come back to it. This gives the 
group a psychological break. 

Build in time to summarize before the end of the meeting. This includes reviewing the actions, 
the recommendations, and responsibilities. 

Beware the one-hour meeting myth. Complex issues probably need more time. According to 
experts, most people underestimate the meeting time they need by 50 percent.  



Plan for questions and feedback 

Have processes ready for questions or feedback. Participants can “think-pair-share” for several 
minutes. Or write questions on cards for collection. Post-it notes can work well for hostile or 
contentious meetings. 

In smaller meetings, promote thoughtful participation by using poker chips or paper clips. 
During the meeting, distribute a specific number of chips or clips. Each time someone 
participates, he or she must put a chip or clip in the middle of the table. When all the chips or 
clips are gone, the participant can’t add any more to the discussion.  

Get ahead of rumors 

Rumor mills tend to be negative – especially in times of change. Communicate effectively by 
holding rumor mill meetings. 

With a large staff, meet with team or department reps that report findings back to their groups. 
For the agenda, identify the top 5 or 10 rumors of the week, and then debunk them. This changes 
the rumor mill dynamic and gets accurate information into the mix.  

Ask for evaluations 
Create a process for meeting evaluations. Use the feedback to analyze the meeting, then share 
with the group. This is powerful because it says, “We’re open to feedback, we’re open to 
learning, and we’re transparent in our work.” 

Attack the lethal meetings in your life with these interventions. The result? Healthier, happier 
meetings in the New Year. 

SIDE BAR TIPS 

Start on Time – According to research, 70 percent of corporate meetings start late. Over time, 
this actually encourages tardiness.  

Put Important Agenda Items First – This focuses energy on the most important item first and 
discourages late arrivals.  

Take a Minute – If things are really intense in a group, call for one minute of silence.  It can 
refocus the meeting and get people back on track. 

When to Break – Scheduled breaks are good, but breaks held by the clock alone may be 
counter-productive. Why?  Breaks can either create energy or diffuse energy. So, use breaks 
wisely to support the meeting’s purpose.  
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